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Foreword from Prof Robin Shattock

In this issue
Following a challenging year in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic the
consortium is excited to be progressing again at full speed. We were delighted
to receive a no cost extension from the EU that will allow us to complete
our full programme of research and make up for delays caused by multiple
lockdowns across the EU. We continue to invest in the training and mentorship
of gifted young researchers to ensure a rich talent pool for the future, some of
whom are highlighted in this newsletter. In our final year we are conducting
seven clinical trials to evaluate ten new vaccine candidates, demonstrating an
unprecedented level of translation from discovery to clinical evaluation. Our
clinical trials are underpinned by an integrated approach designed to maximise
our understanding of human immunity to vaccination and the pathways for
driving B and T cell breadth to combat the extraordinary diversity of circulating
HIV strains. These studies will be the culmination of our discovery program, will
significantly expand scientific understanding and provide a pipeline of products
with potential for moving into later stage product development. The entire
EAVI2020 team are galvanised around maximising the potential of our discovery
program and building a sustainable legacy for HIV vaccine research in the EU.
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EAVI2020 receives
extension and clinical
trials resume
EAVI2020 consortium
at HIVR4P

EAVI2020 has been awarded a 12-month extension by its funding body,
the European Commission. EAVI2020 now has an expected closure date
in April 2022. This speaks volumes as to how the COVID-19 pandemic has
hindered EAVI2020 research and in response, the European Commission’s
commitment to developing effective vaccine candidates for HIV remains.
Along with this good news, EAVI2020 clinical work across Europe is
resuming. The screening of new potential volunteers has recommenced
in the series of clinical experimental medicine studies at Imperial College
London, UK and it is expected for the work at University of Oxford, UK and
at Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA),
France to resume in the coming months.
Read the full story on the EAVI2020 website.

Connect with EAVI2020
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HIV Research for Prevention (HIVR4P) took
place virtually in February and many of
EAVI2020’s researchers participated in
various capacities. HIVR4P is the only global
scientific conference focused exclusively
on the challenging and fast-growing field
of HIV prevention research and to have
so many of our researchers involved is
testament to EAVI2020’s commitment to
knowledge exchange with its stakeholders
and the scientific community. On the HIVR4P
programme committee from EAVI2020
includes Dr Gabriella Scarlatti (OSR, Italy),
Prof Damien Purcell (UoM, Australia), Prof
Rogier Sanders (AMC, The Netherlands), and
Prof Robin Shattock (Imperial UK).
List of sessions of EAVI2020 @ HIVR4P
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EAVI2020 students in focus
Narcís Saubi from Vall d’Hebron Research Institute (VHIR), Spain
Hello everybody. I’m Narcís Saubi. I’m a chemist, and proud of it.
I studied chemistry in Girona and specialised in Biochemistry at Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona. I performed a Masters in Biochemistry, and a research dissertation on Alcohol
Dehydrogenase in rat’s eyes. Apparently, that subject wasn’t good enough to get a PhD
grant.

Narcís Saubi, is a senior
researcher at VHIR

I left academia, and went to the veterinary vaccines industry (no, it’s not the dark side of
science). I learnt a lot on viruses, vaccines, production methods, trials, challenges… It was
real “from bench to farm-side” research. But after 13 years dealing with chickens, laying
hens, pigs and cows, I was invited to leave. After an extensive mailing, the friend-of-afriend option made the miracle: a friend of a friend, Dr Joan Joseph, was working on an
HIV vaccine based on BCG, at the Hospital Clinic de Barcelona.

During that period, the EAVI2020 project started. It was exciting to be part of it, even before EAVI2020 had been awarded
a grant. And during these EAVI2020 years, I’ve seen that my knowledge before on vaccines was so tiny! But that’s the
goodness of this project: a nice bunch of researchers, sharing their knowledge (large or small) to get an HIV vaccine.
When I’m not in the lab designing and developing vaccines, I’m at home developing one teenager boy and one preteenager girl. And when these two occupations exhaust my batteries, I lock myself in the kitchen. I love cooking. New
recipes, new flavours, new influences. I’m not always successful. But it’s relaxing and rewarding when your family and
friends enjoy it.
To be part of the EAVI2020 is something I’ll always be proud of.
Read Narcís’ full profile here
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Publications with EAVI2020
Prof Rogier Sanders co-wrote a mini-review with Prof John Moore in which they discuss how
the “IP” from SOSIP made it into most of the COVID vaccines as “2P”
MINIREVIEW | Cell Host and Microbes VOLUME 29, ISSUE 3, P327-333, MARCH 10, 2021
“Virus vaccines: proteins prefer prolines”
Rogier W. Sanders, John P. Moore
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chom.2021.02.002

EAVI2020 out and about (online)
International Women’s Day
Around the globe annually on March 8, we celebrate the social,
economic, cultural, and political achievements of women. Our very
own Behazine Combadiere from CEA, France became a named
laureate for the EllesdeFrance Trophy in category, The Innovation
Prize. It aims to promote the entrepreneurial spirit of Ile-de-France
women who take the risk of getting started, of advancing research and
of adapting to changes in our society.
Read more at the website

Hannah Cheeseman and Katrina Pollock were featured as part of
Imperial College London’s ‘women as leaders’ feature titled, Five
women leaders at Imperial who are changing the world. Both
who are lead researchers in Prof Robin Shattock’s team, focussed
their stories on their crucial work in COVID-19 vaccine design and
development.
Read the full article

Connect with EAVI2020
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HIV/AIDS news
COVID-19 disruptions to HIV prevention
could increase new infections amongst men
Other news
EAVI2020 lead investigator, Prof Robin
Shattock profiled in The Lancet

Disruptions to HIV prevention and treatment strategies due to the pandemic
could increase new HIV infections amongst men who have sex with men. The
news article published on Imperial College London’s news follows the study
published in The Lancet HIV, which predicts that reported disruptions to HIV
testing and treatment services in the United States could lead to substantial
increases of 11% in new HIV infections and HIV-related deaths over a one year
period.

Robin Shattock: novel vaccine
developer “Shattock was Professor
of Molecular Medicine at St
George’s Department of Cellular
and Molecular Medicine from 2005
to 2011, where his team worked on
developing microbicides to prevent
the transmission of HIV and new HIV
vaccine strategies…”
Read full article

Read the full article

Keep up to date with EAVI2020 at the project’s website and follow our work on social media
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